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Abstract

We consider the production�assembly of Printed Circuit Boards on parallel in�
sertion machines� which all have their own queue� The machines serve several
types of jobs� Because of technical reasons� most or all types of arriving jobs
can only be served by a restricted set of machines� All jobs require �roughly�
the same mean service time� and� in order to minimize its own service time�
each arriving job joins �one of� the shortest queue�s� of all queue�s� where the
job can be served� Hence� the resulting queueing system is a generalized short�
est queue system� In order to facilitate the analysis of the main characteristic
of this system� viz� the generalized shortest queue routing� we assume that
the jobs arrive according to Poisson processes and that the service times are
exponential� Under these assumptions� the behavior of the resulting queueing
system may be described by a multi�dimensional Markov process and the per�
formance of the system can be e�ciently obtained from 	exible bound models�
Several numerical results are presented to show the in	uence of the shortest
queue routing on the the waiting times for each of the job types separately
and for all job types together�
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� Introduction

In this paper� we study a queueing situation stemming from a �exible assembly
system consisting of a group of parallel insertion machines� which have to mount
vertical components on Printed Circuit Boards� The description of this system is
started with explaining how an insertion machine operates�

An insertion machine mounts vertical components� such as resistors and capaci�
tators� on a Printed Circuit Board �PCB� by the insertion head� The components are
mounted in a certain sequence� which is prescribed by a Numerical Control program�
The insertion head is fed by the sequencer� which picks components from tapes and
transports them in the right order to the insertion head� Each tape contains only
one type of components� The tapes are stored in the component magazine� which
may contain �	 tapes� say� Each PCB needs� on average� 
	 di�erent types of com�
ponents� If a machine has to mount components on a PCB� then all the components
need to be available on that machine� That means that for all those components
a tape must be placed in the magazine� So the set of components available on the
machine completely determines which types of PCBs can be handled�

In general we have a group of parallel insertion machines which have to process
a number of di�erent types of PCBs at the same time� Each insertion machine
has its own queue� and the PCBs are transported to the insertion machines by an
Automatic Conveyor System� In Figure �� we have depicted a system which consists
of three insertion machines and which has to process three di�erent types of PCBs�
The machines are basically similar� but due to the fact that they may be loaded
with di�erent types of components� the classes of PCB�types that can be handled
by the machines may be di�erent� In the situation depicted in Figure �� machine
M� can handle PCBs of the types A and B� machine M� can handle the types A
and C� and machine M� can handle the types B and C�

In fact� there are two decision problems the assignment problem and the routing
problem� We �rst describe the assignment problem� which is the major problem� The
assignment problem concerns how the tapes with components have to be divided
among the machines� One should try to allocate the tapes with components to the
machines such that� for example� the waiting times �and�or sojourn times� of the
PCBs are minimized� There would be no problem if the magazines were big enough
to contain all components needed to process all types of PCBs� However� in general
they can only contain the components needed for a small subset of the di�erent
types of PCBs�

In order to solve the assignment problem� we must be able to evaluate the per�
formance characteristics of a given assignment of the components to the machines�
These performance characteristics depend on how the second decision problem� i�e�
the routing problem� is handled� This problem concerns to which machines the PCBs
must be sent upon arrival� For an arriving PCB� we must select one of the machines
which can handle that PCB� If for all types the mounting times are roughly the
same� then it is reasonable to select the machine with the shortest queue �let ties be
broken with equal probabilities�� this at least �roughly� minimizes the waiting time
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Figure � A 	exible assembly system consisting of three parallel insertion machines� on

which three types of PCBs are made�

of the arriving PCB itself� and it may be expected that this also roughly minimizes
the average waiting time for all PCBs together� provided that we are in a balanced
situation �i�e� a situation in which each server will have to handle the same amount
of work on average�� We assume that the shortest queue routing indeed is used by
the Automatic Conveyer System� and that� once arrived in a queue� the PCBs are
served in a First�Come�First�Served �FCFS� manner�

The assembly of PCBs is often characterized by relatively few job types� large
production batches and small processing times �see Zijm ������ Therefore� a queueing
model approach seems natural� The �exible assembly system can be modeled as a
queueing system consisting of parallel servers� each with a own queue� and serving
several types of jobs� where each job upon arrival joins the shortest queue of all
queues that can handle this job� We call this system a Generalized Shortest Queue
System �GSQS��

In this paper� we shall focus on the main characteristic of the GSQS� which is the
generalized shortest queue routing� We study the in�uence of this routing on the
waiting times for each of the job types separately and for all job types together� The
dynamic shortest queue routing obviously will lead to smaller waiting times than
a static routing where each job chooses a queue according to given probabilities�
However� the question is how much the waiting times are smaller under the shortest
queue routing� Further� we are interested in how much the waiting times are a�ected
by the fraction of jobs that can choose between all� or at least two� queues�

Since we focus on the shortest queue routing� we feel free to make the following
simplifying assumptions for the arrivals and services �i� all jobs arrive according
to Poisson streams� �ii� the service times are exponentially distributed� �iii� the
service times are job�independent� �iv� all insertion machines work equally fast�
The assumptions �ii���iv� imply that all service times are exponentially distributed
with the same parameter� Even under these assumptions� the GSQS constitutes a
hard problem� The behavior of the GSQS is described by a continuous�time Markov
process with multi�dimensional states where each component denotes the queue
length at one of the servers� However� because of the shortest queue routing� the



structure of the transitions is rather complicated and hence an analytical solution
seems hard to obtain in general� In fact� an analytical solution is only known
for the special case with two parallel servers and one type of jobs that can be
handled by both servers� in this case the GSQS reduces to the two�dimensional
symmetric shortest queue system� for which a generalized product�form solution
has been derived by using a compensation approach �see ����� For all other cases�
even a standard numerical method is not available� Therefore� for the general case
of the GSQS� we use truncation models which �i� have a truncated state space
with a �exible size �i�e� depending on one or more truncation parameters�� �ii� can
be solved e�ciently� �iii� lead to upper�lower bounds for the waiting times� Such
models are called solvable �exible bound models� We shall de�ne one lower bound
and one upper bound model� By solving these two models for increasing sizes of the
truncated state space� we can determine the waiting times of the original GSQS as
accurately as desired� In ����� it has been shown that this method works quite well�
Compared to simulation� this method requires more programming work� but� once
programmed� it requires relatively small computation times to compute the waiting
times� even if we want them to be computed within a high accuracy and�or if we
have high workloads for the di�erent servers� It is noted that �exible bound models
previously have been successfully applied to the symmetric shortest queue system
�with � � servers�� the symmetric longest queue system and an M jM jc system with
critical jobs �see ��� ��� ����

Apart from the situation described above� the GSQS is also relevant for many
other practical situations� for example� in a job shop with a group of identical�
parallel machines which are loaded with di�erent sets of tools� in a computer system
where each information �le is available on a restricted set of a number of parallel
disks and requests for information �les have to be handled by only one disk� and
at a banking o�ce where each clerk is able to carry out a restricted set of tasks�
Nevertheless� the GSQS has hardly been studied in the literature� To our knowledge�
the only contribution is made by Adan� Wessels and Zijm ���� who� for the same case
as studied here� present rough approximations for the waiting times� Further� closely
related systems have been studied by Schwartz ���� �see also Roque ������ Green �
�
and Hassin and Haviv ����

This paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we give a precise description of
our model for the GSQS and we discuss conditions under which a GSQS is ergodic
and balanced� Next� in Section �� we describe the �exible bound models which we
use to determine the waiting times for the GSQS� Finally� in Section �� the in�uence
of the shortest queue routing on the waiting times is shown on the basis of several
numerical results�

� Model

This section consists of three subsections� In the �rst subsection� we describe our
model for the GSQS� In the Subsection ���� we discuss the ergodicity� We present a
simple condition which easily is shown to be necessary for the ergodicity and which is
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Figure � A GSQS with c 
 � servers and three job types�

conjectured to be also su�cient� Support for the latter part is obtained by comparing
the GSQS to an identical system but with a static routing instead of the dynamic
shortest queue routing� In the last subsection� we present a related condition under
which the GSQS is said to be balanced and we brie�y discuss symmetric systems�

��� Description of the model itself

The GSQS consists of c � � parallel servers� which all have their own queue� and
there are several types of jobs which must be served by the GSQS� Because of
technical reasons� for example� each server can only serve a restricted set of job
types� It is assumed that all service times are exponentially distributed with the
same parameter � � 	� Furthermore� it is assumed that for each job type� the
jobs arrive according to a Poisson stream� and that each arriving job joins the
shortest queue of all queues where the job can be served �ties are broken with equal
probabilities�� In Figure �� we have depicted a GSQS with c � � servers and three
types of jobs jobs of type A� which arrive with intensity �A and which can be served
by both servers� jobs of type B� which arrive with intensity �B and which can only
be served by server �� and jobs of type C� which arrive with intensity �C and which
must be served by server ��

We introduce the following notations� The servers are numbered from �� � � � � c
and the set I is de�ned by I � f�� � � � � cg� The set J contains the job types� For
each j � J � we let I�j� denote the set of servers which can serve the jobs of type
j� Assume that each job type can be served by at least one server and that each
server can handle at least one job type� so� I�j� �� � for all j � J � and �j�JI�j� � I�
Further� for each j � J � the arrival intensity of the Poisson stream of the jobs of
type j is given by �j � 	� and � �

P
j�J �j denotes the total arrival intensity�

Without loss of generality� we may assume that � � �� Then the average work�
load per server is given by � � ��c� It is obvious that we at least must satisfy the
condition that � 	 � in order to have an ergodic system�

The behavior of the GSQS is described by a continuous�time Markov process
with states �m�� � � � � mc�� where mi denotes the length of the queue at server i� i � I
�jobs in service are included�� So� the state space is equal to

M � fm j m � �m�� � � � � mc� with mi � IN� for all i � Ig � ���
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Figure � The transition rate diagram for the GSQS depicted in Figure ��

In order to obtain an irreducible Markov process� we assume that
P

j�J �j�fi�I�j�g � 	
for all servers i � I �here� �fGg is an indicator funtion� which is equal to � if G is
true and equal to 	 otherwise�� i�e� that all servers have a positive potential arrival
rate� The transition rates are denoted by qm�n� In Figure �� we have depicted the
transition rates for the GSQS of Figure ��

The performance measures we are interested in are the mean waiting times W �j�

for all job types j � J � and the mean waiting time W for all job types together�
which is equal to

W �
X

j�J

�j
�

W �j� � ���

It is obvious that for each j � J �

W �j� � L�j�
sq � ���

where L�j�
sq denotes the mean of the shortest queue length of the queues at the servers

i � I�j��

��� Discussion of the ergodicity

By studying the routing of the jobs� we obtain a simple� necessary condition for the
ergodicity of the GSQS� For each subset J � � J � J �� �� jobs of the types j � J �

arrive with an intensity equal to
P

j�J � �j and they must be served by the servers
�j�J �I�j�� This leads to the following lemma�

Lemma � The GSQS can only be ergodic if

X

j�J �
�j 	 j �j�J � I�j�j for all J � � J� J � �� �� ���



Note that for J � � J � this inequality is equivalent to � 	 �� For the GSQS of Figure
�� condition ��� states that for the ergodicity at least the inequalities �B 	 �� �C 	 �
and � 	 � �or � 	 �� must be satis�ed�

The condition stated in ��� is expected to be also su�cient for the ergodicity of
the GSQS� This is argued by considering so�called corresponding static systems�

A corresponding static system is a system that is identical to the GSQS� but
which uses a static routing instead of the dynamic shortest queue routing to route
the arriving jobs to the servers� Such a static routing is described by discrete
distributions fx�j�

i gi�I�j�� j � J � where for each j � J and i � I�j�� the variable

x
�j�
i denotes the probability with which an arriving job of type j is sent to server i�

Under a static routing� for each j � J the Poisson stream of arriving jobs of type
j may be divided into Poisson streams with intensities xj�i � �jx

�j�
i � i � I�j�� for

arrivals of jobs of type j which join server i� and hence the queues at the servers
i � I constitute independent M jM j� queues with identical mean service times equal
to � � � and arrival intensities

P
j�J��j�i��A xj�i� where

A � f�j� i� j j � J� i � I and i � I�j�g �

As a result� we obtain a simple necessary and su�cient condition for the ergodicity
of a corresponding static system� viz�

X

j�J
�j�i��A

xj�i 	 � for all i � I�

Lemma � For a GSQS� there exists a corresponding static system that is ergodic�
if and only if condition ��� is satis�ed�

Proof� There exists a corresponding static system that is ergodic if and only if there
exists a nonnegative solution fxj�ig�j�i��A of the following equations and inequalities

X

i�I
�j�i��A

xj�i � �j for all j � J�
X

j�J
�j�i��A

xj�i 	 � for all i � I� ���

the equalities in ��� guarantee that the solution fxj�ig�j�i��A corresponds to discrete

distributions fx�j�
i gi�I�j� which describe a static routing� and the inequalities in ���

must be satis�ed for the ergodicity� If is easily seen that a solution of ��� can not
be found if condition ��� is not satis�ed�

Now� assume that condition ��� is satis�ed� To prove that then there exists a
nonnegative solution fxj�ig�j�i��A of ���� we consider a transportation problem with

supply nodes �V� � J � f	g� demand nodes �V� � I� and arcs �A � A � f�	� i�ji � Ig
�supply node 	 denotes an extra type of jobs� which may be served by all servers��
De�ne the supplies �aj by �aj � �j for all j � �V� n f	g and �a� � N � ��N
� where


 � min
J��J
J� ���

j �j�J � I�j�j �
P

j�J � �j
j �j�J � I�j�j



�from ���� it follows that 
 � 	� and �a� � 	 since by taking J � � J we obtain the
inequality 
 � �N � ���N �� Further� we de�ne the demands �bi by �bi � � � 
 for
all i � �V�� note that

P
j� �V�

�aj �
P

i� �V�
�bi� It may be veri�ed that this transportation

problem satis�es a necessary and su�cient condition for the existence of a feasible
�ow� this condition is stated in Lemma ��� of ���� and its proof may be given by
a transformation to a maximum��ow problem succeeded by the application of the
max��ow min�cut theorem �see e�g� ����� So� there exists a feasible �ow for the
transportation problem� i�e� there exists a nonnegative solution f�xj�ig�j�i�� �A of the
equations

X

i��V�
�j�i�� �A

�xj�i � �aj for all j � �V��
X

j��V�
�j�i�� �A

�xj�i � �bi for all i � �V��

It is easily seen that then the solution fxj�ig�j�i��A de�ned by xj�i � �xj�i for all
�j� i� � A� is a nonnegative solution of ���� which completes the proof� �

In situations with many jobs in the system the shortest queue routing will bal�
ance the queue lengths better �or at least equally good� than any static routing
�more speci�cally� the shortest queue routing will better control the maximum queue
length�� So� if there is a corresponding static system which is ergodic� then the
GSQS itself is expected to be also ergodic� Together with Lemma �� this leads to
the following conjecture�

Conjecture � The GSQS is ergodic if and only if condition ��� is satis�ed�

��� Balanced and symmetric systems

From a practical point of view� for a GSQS it is desirable that the structure of
the shortest queue routing� as given by the sets I�j�� is such that the workloads
for the di�erent servers are balanced� Formally� we say that a GSQS is balanced
if there exists a corresponding static system for which the queues at all servers
constitute M jM j� queues with equal workloads� This means that there must exist

discrete distributions fx�j�
i gi�I�j� such that for each server i � I� the arrival intensityP

j�J� �j�i��A xj�i is equal to ��N � �� where the xj�i and the set A are de�ned as
before� Such discrete distributions exist if and only if there exists a nonnegative
solution fxj�ig�j�i��A of the equations

X

i�I
�j�i��A

xj�i � �j for all j � J�
X

j�J
�j�i��A

xj�i �
�

N
for all i � I� �
�

These equations are the equations which must be satis�ed by a feasible �ow for the
transportation problem with supply nodes V� � J � demand nodes V� � I� arcs A�
supplies aj � �j for all j � V� and demands bi � ��N for all i � V�� Applying the
necessary and su�cient condition for the existence of such a feasible �ow� as given
in ����� leads to the following lemma�



Lemma � A GSQS is balanced if and only if

X

j�J �

�j � j �j�J � I�j�j
�

N
for all J � � J� ���

Note that for J � � � and J � � J � the condition stated in ��� is satis�ed by de�nition�
Further� it follows that a balanced GSQS satis�es condition ��� if and only if � 	 ��
So� for a balanced GSQS� the simple condition � 	 � is not only necessary for the
ergodicity� but it may be expected to be also su�cient�

If a GSQS is balanced� i�e� if there exists a static routing under which the
workloads for the servers of the system are balanced� then this does not necessarily
mean that these workloads are also balanced under the shortest queue routing� This
can be seen by considering the GSQS depicted in Figure �� According to condition
���� this GSQS is balanced if and only if �B � ��� and �C � ���� i�e� if and only
if �B � �A � �C and �C � �A � �B� This condition is obviously satis�ed if we
take �C � �A � �B� For this case� equal workloads for both servers can only be
obtained if all jobs of type A are sent to server �� But� under the shortest queue
routing� there always will occur situations in which jobs of type A are sent to server
�� and therefore server � will have a higher workload than server �� Nevertheless� it
is expected that for a balanced GSQS� the shortest queue routing at least ensures
that the workloads for all servers will not di�er too much�

A subclass of balanced systems is constituted by the symmetric systems� A
GSQS is said to be symmetric� if

��I�� � ��I�� for all I�� I� � I with jI�j � jI�j� ���

where

��I �� �
X

j�J
I�j��I�

�j � I � � I�

So� a GSQS is symmetric� if for all subsets I � � I with the same number of servers
jI �j� the arrival intensity ��I �� for the jobs which can be served by precisely the
servers of I �� is the same� The GSQS of Figure � is symmetric if �B � �C �

For a symmetric GSQS� all queue lengths are equally distributed which implies
that all servers have equal workloads� For such a system it may be shown that
the shortest queue routing used by the di�erent types of jobs minimizes the total
number of jobs in the system and hence also the mean waiting time W for all jobs
together �this may be done by the technique used in ����� In particular� this means
that a symmetric GSQS has a smaller mean waiting time for all job types together
than the corresponding system consisting of N independent M jM j� queues with
workload ��



� Solution by �exible bound models

In this section� we de�ne two truncation models one leading to lower bounds for the
waiting times W �A�� W �B�� W �C� and W � and another one leading to upper bounds�

Since the shortest queue routing in general will cause a drift to the states with
equal queue lengths� for both the lower and the upper bound model the truncated
state space is de�ned by

M � � fm �M j m � �m�� � � � � mc� and mi � min�m� � Ti for all i � Ig ����

where min�m� � mini�I mi and T�� � � � � Tc � IN are so�called threshold parameters�
the corresponding vector �T � �T�� � � � � Tc� is called the threshold vector� The def�
inition of M � shows that a state m � M is contained in the truncated state space
M � if and only if for each i � I the length mi of the queue at server i is at most
Ti larger than the length of any other queue� For this choice of the truncated state
space� there are two types of transitions pointing from states inside M � to states
outside M �

�i� for a state m � �m�� � � � � mc� � M � with min�m� � 	 and I � � fi � Ijmi �
min�m� � Tig �� �� at each of the servers k � I with mk � min�m� a service
completion occurs with rate � and leads to a transition from m to state n �
m� ek ��M ��

�ii� for a state m � �m�� � � � � mc� � M � with I � � fi � Ijmi � min�m� � Tig �� ��
at each of the servers i � I � an arrival of a new job leads to a transition
from m to the state n � m � ei �� M �� this transition occurs with rateP

j�J jI�j�m�j���j�fi�I�j	m�g� where the set I�j�m� is de�ned by I�j�m� �
fi � I�j� j mi � mink�I�j�mkg �note that this rate may be equal to 	��

In the lower bound model� these transitions are redirected from the states n to
states n� which correspond to situations with a smaller number of jobs at at least
one of c servers� With respect to waiting times and queue lengths these states are
more attractive� In the upper bound model� redirections are made to less attractive
states corresponding to situations with a larger number of jobs at at least one of the
c servers�

In the lower bound model� the transition described under �i� is redirected to the
state n� � m � ek �

P
i�I� ei � M �� The physical interpretation of this redirection

is that a departure of a job at a non�empty shortest queue is accompanied by a
destruction or killing of one job at each of the queues i � I �� for which the di�erence
with respect to the shortest queues has already reached its maximum value Ti�
Further� the transition described under �ii� is redirected to the states n� � m � M �

itself� The physical interpretation of this redirection is that a new job arriving at
one of the servers i � I � is rejected� Because of the physical interpretations� the
lower bound model is called the Threshold Killing and Rejection �TKR� model�

In the upper bound model� the transition described under �i� is redirected to
n� � m � M � itself� The meaning behind this redirection is that if for at least
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Figure � The redirections for the TKR and TBA model� For both models� �T 
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one queue the di�erence with respect to the shortest queue has already reached its
maximum value� then a service completion at a non�empty shortest queue is not
accompanied by a departure� and the job in service has to be served once more�
this is equivalent to saying that then the servers at the shortest queues are blocked�
Further� the transition described under �ii� is redirected to n� � m�ei�

P
k�Isq ek �

M �� with Isq � fk � Ijmk � min�m�g� This means that an arrival of a new job at
one of the queues for which the di�erence with respect to the shortest queues has
already reached its maximum value� is accompanied by the addition of one extra
job at each of the shortest queues� The upper bound model is called the Threshold
Blocking and Addition �TBA� model�

In Figure �� we have depicted the redirections for the lower and upper bound
model which are obtained for the GSQS of Figure ��

In comparison with the original model� the TKR model leads to stochastically
smaller lengths for the shortest queue among the queues i � I �� where I � may be
any non�empty subset of I� Hence the TKR model also leads to smaller means
L�j�
sq for the shortest queue length at the servers i � I�j�� j � J � by which jobs of

type j can be served� Further� it may be shown that the larger the values of the
threshold parameters T�� � � � � Tc the smaller the di�erence between the shortest queue
lengths in the TKR model and the shortest queue lengths in the original model� The
lower bounds for the mean shortest queue lengths immediately lead to lower bounds
W

�j�
TKR� �T �� j � J � for the waiting times of each of the job types separately and to a

lower bound WTKR� �T � for the mean waiting time of all job types together �cf� ���
and ����� Similarly� the TBA model leads to larger queue lengths and waiting times�

The upper bounds for the mean waiting times are denoted by W
�j�
TBA� �T �� j � J � and



WTBA� �T �� A formal proof of all these monotonicity results may be given by using
the precedence relation method� This method is based on Markov reward theory and
has been developed in �����

For both the TKR and TBA model� the steady�state distribution can be de�
termined by the matrix	geometric approach� as described in ��	�� This enables an
e�cient computation of the corresponding lower and upper bounds for the waiting
times� see ���� for appropriate matrix formulae that can be used for this computa�
tion�

� Numerical results

In this �nal section� we present numerical results for three series of instances of the
GSQS depicted in Figure �� The main objective is to show the in�uence of the
shortest queue routing on the waiting times�

The instance with

� � 	��� � � ��� �A � p� with p �
�

�
� �B � �C �

�

�
��� p��

is chosen as a basic instance� In the �rst series� we vary the value of the workload ��
In the second series� we vary the value of the fraction p of jobs that can be handled
by both servers� Both these series concern symmetric instances� In the third series�
we vary the values of �B and �C � while keeping the sum of these two rates equal to
�B � �C � �

�
�� We take �B � �

�
�p� and �C � �

�
��� �p��� where �p is varied from 	�	

up to 	��� cases with �p � 	�� are not considered� since they lead to the same results
as the with �p 	 	��� but with the roles of the types B and C interchanged�

For each instance� the waiting times W �A�� W �B�� W �C� and W are determined
by solving the TKR and TBA model for vectors �T � �T�� T�� with increasing values

of T� and T�� For each vector �T � the mean �W �j�
TKR� �T ��W �j�

TBA� �T ���� and half of the

di�erence� i�e� ��j�� �T � � �W
�j�
TBA� �T ��W

�j�
TKR� �T ����� are used as an approximation for

W �j� and an upper bound for the corresponding absolute inaccuracy� where j � J �
and similarly �WTKR� �T � � WTBA� �T ���� and �� �T � � �WTBA� �T � � WTKR� �T ����
are used as an approximation and an upper bound for the corresponding absolute
inaccuracy for W � Here� all means and upper bounds ��j�� �T � and �� �T � are taken
equal to	� if the TBA model is not ergodic� If for some �T each of the upper bounds
��j�� �T � and �� �T � is smaller than or equal to 
abs� then the computation process
is stopped� otherwise the procedure continues with the computation of improved
bounds and approximations for a next threshold vector �T with increased values for
at least one of the threshold parameters T� and T�� In the latter case� the decision
on how to increase the threshold parameters is based on the rates of redirections
rrd��� and rrd���� this decision is described in the next paragraph�

The variable rrd��� denotes the rate with which redirections occur on the bound�
ary m� � m� � T� of the truncated state space� If for the present threshold vector
�T only the TKR model is ergodic� then we let rrd��� denote the rate for this TKR
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�A 
 �
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 �C 
 �


�� and the mean waiting times W ��� and W have been determined

within an absolute accuracy of �abs 
 ������

model� else we let rrd��� denote the mean of the rate found for the TKR model and
the rate found for the TBA model� Similarly� rrd��� denotes the rate with which
redirections occur on the boundary m� � m��T� of the truncated state space� Both
fractions can be computed in a similar way as the bounds for the mean waiting times�
The higher the values of rrd��� and rrd���� the more important it is to increase the
values of T� and T�� respectively� If it is established that for the present thresh�
old vector �T the desired accuracy for the approximations for the mean normalized
waiting times W �j� and W is not reached yet� then the value of T� is increased by
� if rrd��� � rrd���� the value of T� is increased by � if rrd��� � rrd���� and both
T� and T� are increased by � unit if rrd��� � rrd���� For symmetric instances� the
rates rrd��� and rrd��� will always be equal� and hence the vector �T will assume the
values �T � ��� ��� ��� ��� � � ��

For each of the instances� the waiting times have been determined with absolute
accuracy 
abs � 	�		�� The numerical results have been gathered in the Tables ����
The �rst column of these tables denotes the chosen values for �� p and �p� respectively�
Further� in each of these tables� the second column depicts the vector �T for which
the desired absolute accuracy was reached� Next� the waiting times W �A�� W �B��
WC� and W are listed� In the last three columns� we have depicted the waiting
times which under the same workload are obtained for the M jM j� queue� the pure
symmetric shortest queue system and theM jM j� queue� respectively� These waiting
times are denoted by WM jM j�� WSSQS and WM jM j�� Note that WM jM j� � ����� ���
WM jM j� � ��������� and WSSQS can be determined by the compensation approach
as described in ���� Since for all instances� the GSQS is balanced� WM jM j� is equal to
the smallest waiting time that can be obtained by a static routing� In general� W is
smaller than WM jM j� and the di�erence WM jM j� �W may be used as a measure for
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Table � The mean waiting times for a series of instances with of � 
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 p�� �B 
 �C 
 �
��� � p��� and the value of p has been varied� The

mean waiting times W ��� and W have been determined within an absolute accuracy of

�abs 
 ������

the positive impact of the shortest queue routing on the waiting time� In the pure
shortest queue system� all jobs can be served by all servers and hence in general
WSSQS constitutes a lower bound for W � Finally� WM jM j� denotes the waiting time
if all jobs could be served by all servers and if there would be one central queue
instead of local queues for each of the servers separately� In general� also WM jM j�

constitutes a lower bound for W � in fact� WM jM j� appears to constitute a tight lower
bound for WSSQS �see �����

The results in Table � show that only a small di�erence between the waiting
times for the types B and C and the waiting time for type A is obtained� even for
high workloads� Further� the mean waiting time W for all jobs together is only
a little bit larger than the mean waiting time in WSSQS in a pure shortest queue
system� At the same time the di�erence with WM jM j� is very large� This means that
the shortest queue routing� for only half of the jobs� has a very strong decreasing
impact on the waiting time� From the results in Table �� it follows that the mean
waiting time W for all job types together is more than proportionally decreasing as
a function of the fraction p of jobs which can be served by both servers� In fact�
a small fraction p of jobs that can be handled by both servers� already leads to a
considerable reduction for W � compared to the situation with p � 	� The results in
Table � show that the mean waiting time W strongly depends on �p� In this table�
small values of �p correspond to situations in which� under the shortest queue routing�
the workloads for the servers � and � are badly balanced� for small �p� there will be
several jobs of type A which join server � while they better could join server � in
order to repair the asymmetry in the arrival mechanism� Due to this behavior� for
server � a signi�cantly higher workload is obtained than for server � and the mean
normalized waiting time W becomes relatively large�
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The following important conclusion can be drawn for the production of Printed
Circuit Boards by the �exible assembly system� as described in Section � In order
to obtain small mean waiting times for the given total workload� the assignment
of the components to the insertion machines should be such that for the resulting
GSQS a strong drift to the states with equal queue lengths is obtained� Note that
these assignments are precisely the ones for which our bound models work well� This
follows from the values depicted for �T in the Tables ���� Hence� after having selected
several assignments which are expected to have the strong drift to the states with
equal queue lengths� the bound models can be well used to compute the performance
for each of the assignments� and subsequently to select a restricted set of assignments
leading to the lowest waiting times� We recall that these assignments represent the
best assignments for the simpli�ed model of the GSQS as studied in this paper� For
a more general model� simulation could be used to determine the real quality for
each of the these assignments�
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